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 difference in games is the cat and zombie skins and some minor tweaks to the controls, the game is still the same and is a great fun game to play, so if you like zombie killing action then this is the game for you willy_: well, make sure you set the permissions properly for your users tinfoilhatter, nah, you need a copy of ubuntu for that willy_: look at your home. that will be owned by root:root k1l_,
what are you talking about? k1l_, I'm the one who installed the software on this Ubuntu how do i do that without putting it on another hd? tinfoilhatter, what do you want to do? you have to boot from usb k1l_, I thought you are talking about package manager k1l_, like the Software Center k1l_, in this case tinfoilhatter, ahh this is a live iso? willy_: if you look at the home you get a.desktop file. the

permissions are given to the.desktop file and not to the actual file k1l_, ok OerHeks: I just want to make the iso the bootable for the usb, I have a.iso file tinfoilhatter: unetbootin or a windows tool should make you bootable usb images unetbootin should do it k1l_: I have tried that. I keep getting a weird error. k1l_, on the permissions of.desktop files, the user shouldn't be able to see, right? willy_: the
desktop file is a file in a hidden folder. that is why the permissions are set on that k1l_, so I guess that.desktop files are invisible for the user, 82157476af
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